
OBSTACLES 

GUARDs-Guards, having the authority of 
umpire personnel, will be posted at o~stacles 
to enforce comphance by all uoops wtth the 
conditions attached to the obstacle by the um
pire. Guards will be supplied wi~h rations 
and will remain at obstacle until rel1eved. 

CONSTRUCTION - Obstacles must be 
actually constructed whenever possible. ~ f 

. simulated, guards must be posted by un•t 
creating obstacle. 

PAS AGE-Obstacles must either be re· 
duccd or actually bypassed. Bypassing ma'y 
not be assumed. 

• REDUCTION-When obstacles have been 
reduced umpires will relieve guards and proc
ess them as prisoners of war. 

OBSTACLE CERTIFICATE-See your um
pire. 

CAPTIVES AND CASUALTIES 

VEHICLE CA.SUALTIE$-Veh icular cas· 
ualties will be recovered and where necessary 
evacuated for repair or salvage. Umpires will 
place a large "2" or "3" on such . vehicles, 
with white chalk to indicate the maintenance 
establishment to which they are to be· moved . 
Vehicles will be held in a second echelon 
establishment for 12 hours; third echelon es· 
tablishment, 24 hours. 

CARGOES-Cargoes of captured vehicles 
\llli ll remain with the vehicles and be processed 
with prisoners. 

KITCHENS, SUPPLY POINTS, DEPOTS, 
DUMPS. ETC.-When captured will be made 
inactive for 6 hours. 

EXCEPTIONS-Evacuation and sursica.l 
hospitals, cleating stations, collecting stahons, 
and ambulances which may be captured will be 
returned to parent units by umpires without 
delay. 

PERSONNEL-Personnel captured with ve
hicle remain with vehicle. 
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ARTILLERY 

LOSSES BY VEHICLEs-In percent of 
vehicles destroyed: 

Vehicles passing through a battery concen· 
tration : Armored, two; unarmored, three. 

Vehicles within a battery concentration: 
Armored, foui; unarmored, six. 

ATTACK BY FOOT TROOPS-When an 
artillery battery in position is attacked by foot 
troops, decision as to capture or destruction 
of the battery is based on relative fire power in 
direction other than those of artillery pieces. 
No advance is permissible against cannon fire 
at short range. 

\Vhen artillery fire is directed at artillery the 
lire is not · marked. The art.illery battalion 
umpire concerned suspends the fire of the bat
teries which .are .neutralhed. 

COUNTERBATTERY INTELLIGENCE
Provided by battery executive by setting off 
TNT or dynamite charges near b1s battery for 
the benefit of opposing observation units. The 
battery executive is responsible for safety. 

LIME BOMBS- Will be fired with each 
concenuation of a field artillery battery, one at 
a safe distance in front of each piece. 

GENERAL 

Umpires restrain movement of troops in the 
degree necessa ry to prevent PHYSICAL CON · 
TACT of opposing force and permit proper 
decisions, but they DO NOT ORDER move. 
ment. So far as the umpire is concerned , 
movement is either permitted or not permitted, 
but if permitted is not obligatory. Movement 
is either ordered by the commander or forced 
by the enemy. 

BLANK AMMUNITION WILL NOT BE 
FIRED TOWARD PERSONNEL AT lESS 
THAN 20 YARDS. Blank ammunition will 
not be fired at airplanes due to waste. 

IN CASE OF DOUBT A K YOUR UNIT 
UMPIRE! 
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u ·MPIRE 
RULEs · 

To Be Carried by Each Soldier 
in Tactical Exercises 

and Maneuvers 



UMPIRE RULES 
Troops will understand tnd conform to 

rules established for maneuvers and accept 
decisions by umpires withou~ argument. 

Troops may call on umpires for decisions 
when needed and for clarification of decisions 
already made. 

IDENTIFICATION 
DIRECTORS AND HIGHER COMMAND· 

ERS AND STAFFS AND ALL UMPIRE 
PER ONNEL-White shoulder loop; green 
flag on vehicle: · 

@ 
OBSERVERS-Green shoulder loop; green 

flag on vehicle; 

0 
BLUE FORCES-Blue shoulder loop; blue 

placard on front and rear of vehicle: 

0 
RED FORCES-Red shoulder loop ; red 

placard on front and rear of vehicle: 

CORRESPONDENTS AND PHOTOGRA· 
PHERS- Green brassard with white letter "C" 
or "P' ' ; red or blue placard on vehicle de
pending on force to which assigned. 

-Ell~ 
ARMORED VEHICLEs-Red or blue cloth, 

or calcimine, about the body of the vehicle. 

Cloth will be removed if ..:chicle is captured 
or ruled out of action: calcimined vehicles will 
fly black flags. 
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AIRPLANE • BLUE FORCES-Five-foot 
white band around fuselage, midway between 
co~kpit and tail: 

t-+ 
AIRPLANES, RED FORCES-Five-foot in· 

ternational orange band around each wing, 
one-third of way in from wing tip: 

USE OF FLAGS 
GREEN FLAG-No tactical vehicle of 

either force is authorized to fty this flag except 
ambulances actual casualties. 

WHITE FLAG L-When displayed by unit 
umpire all troops in contact cease all action 
and halt in place so long as flag is shown. 

p 
RED FLAG 1-When displayed, opposing 

infantry (horse cavalry} may not advance 
toward the unit where Ii is displayed. 

BLUE FLAG displayed, opposing 
infantry (horse cavalry) may advance toward 

1 At night, colored flashlights may be used 
in lieu of flags. 

the unit where the fla,g is displayed, because 
they have fire supc.rionty. If they do so, the 
weaker troops must withdraw correspondingly. 

RED AND BLUE FLAGS- Ineffective 
against armored elements. 

RED HAG WITH WHITE CENTER
Displayed by fire umpire signifies artillery fire 
falling within 100 yards of Bag. 

ORANGE FLAG-Di~layed by gun crew 
si,gnifies fire from an effect1ve antitank gun. 
(One per 37-mm, 50-cal. MG, or larger gun, 
includmg tanks.) 

FIRE EFFECT 

FIRE FROM A MOVING VEHICLE-Guns 
of a moving vehicle are ineffective against 
another vehicle or a ground gun. 

50-CALIBER MACHINE GUN- Effective 
against vehicle except tanks up to 500 yards. 

37-MM GUN- Effective against light tanks 
up to 400 yards. 

57-MM GUN (OR GUN OR HOWITZER 
OF LARGER ALIBER)-Effective against 
all vehicles including tanks up to 1,000 yards. 

LAUNCHER, ROCKET, Mt - Effective 
against all vehicles including tanks up to 100 
yards. 
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MINES- Practice mines (which give off 
smoke) only will be taken as effective. Mines 
wiU not be assumed. DUMMY MINES may 
be used for deception. 

ANTITANK GRENADES HAND AND 
RIFLE- Represented by smati sacks of flour. 
Effective against all unarmored vehicles and 
light tanks if thrown from a concealed position 
or one blind to fire from the vehicle at the 
time. Effective against medium tanks if 

grenade strikes anywhere but turret. 

1' ANKS- The fire power of infantry within 
100 yards is zero against opposing inf'antry 
where tanks are present. However infantry, if 
occupying trenches or other covered positions, 
may attack tanks at ranges less than ·100 
yards with grenades and launchers. Antitank 
guns may be neutralized by fire and overrun 
and destroyed by charging tanks or vehicles 
which have not been ruled out of action. 

SMOKE-Will not be simulated. 

STATIONARY GUNS USING DIRECT 
LAYJNG-Etfective against moving vehicles 
as follows: · 

Vehicles charging a gun to overrun it- Two 
vehicles per gun firing if fire is opened at not 
less than 400 yards; one vehicle per gun if fire 
is opened at not less than 150 yards. 

Vehicles moving other th.an toward gun
One vehicle per gun PER MINUTE of finng at 
a range of 500 to 1,000 yards; one vehicle r>er 
gun PER HALF-MINUTE of tiring at range 
less than 500 yards. · 

FIRE DUELS-When a gun opens fire it 
must display an orange fiag and must be 
kept laid accurately on its target. 

AIRPLANE ATTACK 

Vehicles atta~;ked by low-.6ying bomber in 
formation appropriate for the purpose will be 
destroyed as follows per airplane per attack: 

WITH SURPRISE-Armored, one; un
armored, two. 

WITHOUT SURPRISE-Armored, one-fifth; 
unarmored, one-third. 
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